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Water Blessing Labels

Prayerful intention not only transforms experience, but also transforms cells and generates the
energy to heal, detoxify or eliminate suffering. The Spirit of Water believes that praying or blessing
the water we touch or use in our daily lives is an important way to carry those messages
into our cellular universe as well as our physical reality. They have prepared several collections
of Water Blessing Labels, that serve as tools for personal transformation each time they are applied
to drinking water. These labels and their thoughts can transform the water you give your plants,
your pets, the water you bathe in, and the water that passes through the office water cooler.

Each package includes 16 reusable, static cling blessing labels. These labels are designed to
influence drinking water with thoughts as based on the 5-year study by Dr. Emoto featured in the movie
“WHAT THE BLEEP…DO WE KNOW”. If words, thoughts and images can change water imagine,
how can they transform your body, which is 85% water?

Each label includes 2 Bonus Gifts – 16 Cut-Out Blessing Cards and a 27 page E-book available for download.
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Feng Shui Symbols 0977217264

Healing Medicine 0977217221

Feng Shui offers endless possibilities of transformation

For thousands of years water has been used for its
healing qualities. Each word in this collection is
designed to assist you in attaining better health and
quality of life.

by using the sacred Life Energy Chi-Force. Use these
Feng Shui symbols on your water to energies, protect
and create abundance in your career, home, health and
your relationships. Place the blessed water in the
appropriate corner of your house and let it spread its
magic.
The Four Blessings, Health, Longevity, Prosperity, Chi
Life Force, Flow Of Life, Double Happiness, Love,
Bagua, Peace, Wisdom, Water, Gratitude.

Serenity, Energy, Acceptance, Courage, Nurturance,
Renewal, Cleansing, Balance, Self Love, Faith,
Breakthrough, Wholeness, Body Wisdom, Patience,
Humor, Healing.

Law of Attraction 0977217280

Love & Gratitude 0977217299

Water in action follows the Law Of Attraction. Each of
these labels unlocks the door to the secret of attracting
your inner most desires. Place these on your water
and let it help you attract your inner most desires.

Dr. Emoto translates the formula H2O as two parts of
love to one part of gratitude. Mixed in with peace and
joy is all that is required for personal transformation.
This collection provides you with multiples of each
word so you can bless all your water with this magic
formula.

Ask and You Shall Receive, Follow Your Bliss, Create
Your Day, Believe Behave Become, Envision Financial
Freedom, Feel Your Joy, Intend Good Health, Be Here
Now, Assume An Attitude of Gratitude, Go With The
Flow, Make Clear Agreements, Let Peace Begin With
Me, Reach For Your Dreams, Visualize and You Will
Materialize, Focus With Passion, One Step At a Time.

Love(x4), Gratitude(x4) , Peace(x4), Joy(x4).

Personal Growth 0977217205

Prosperity 0977217213

These labels are designed to help you undergo personal
growth. Each word has been carefully selected for its
transformational qualities.

Abundance is your birthright. Energize your water with
these intentions of prosperity and allow them to wash
through you delivering the bounty of this universe.

Joy, Love, Health, Trust, Strength, Clarity, Gratitude,
Guidance, Prosperity, Thank You, Compassion,
Kindness, Wisdom, Vitality, Success, Creativity.

Miracles, Money Magnet, Manifest, Millions, Fortune,
Nest Egg, Focus, Action, Gratitude, Trust, Unlimited,
Prosperity, Cashflow, Opportunity, Wealth, Success.

Sacred Feminine 0977217248

Sacred Symbols 097721723X

The feminine soothes and the feminine gives birth to the
new. Use these labels to empower your sacred feminine
energy so that it may empower and energize you.

Sacred geometry holds the secrets to the mysteries of
the universe. These ancient symbols have been
carefully chosen to energize your water with the most
sacred vibration.

Grace, Radiance, Inspiration, Intuition, Harmony,
Sensuality, Compassion, Empowerment, Partnership,
Wisdom, Celebration, Wisdom, Balance, Celebration,
Passion Freedom, Beauty, Fertility.

Namaste, Budha Eyes, Ohm, Lotus, Gayatri Yantra,
Ying-Yang, Spiral, Flower of Life, Hand Of Fatima,
Tomoe, Luna Goddess, Celtic Triad.
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The Law of Attraction in Action
Attraction Labels
( Inspired by the movie The Secret and teachings of Abraham )
The Law Of Attraction is an ancient universal principal that states "What you focus on, you attract".
We are powerful creators! When we set a clear intention, it is bound to become reality. The key to
manifesting what you want is in how good you feel about it. Positive vibrations attract positive outcomes.
The attraction labels and the daily inspirational cards will support you to visualize and feel your passion.
See it Feel it Live it. The more you are in tune with your hearts desires the faster they will materialize.
Includes 4 Reusable Labels, 4" Reusable Round Window Decal, plus bonus 8 inspirational cards
and Attraction Bookmark inside.

True Wealth 0979699215

Radiant Body 0979699223

Love 0979699207

Attract more abundance into
your life. Whether it is financial
abundance that you want or
abundance in general, the law of
attraction labels can help you
manifest your inner most desires.

Manifest well-being and the
kind of body you really want.
Keep these labels in the most
visible place reminding you of
the power of attraction.

Attract a soul mate or deepen the
love in your existing relationship
by keeping the love vibration
alive with these visual reminders.
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